






FSFN Enhancements

Finalize Temporary Absence Automation
Automatically notify the ACCESS system when the 
primary permanency goal changes to end the 
child’s temporary absence from the parent’s home. 
This will automatically trigger the re-evaluation of 
the parent’s Medicaid eligibility. 

Adoption 
- Enhance Unified Home Study searching to 

enable statewide searching for approved 
adoptive families

- Update AAA Reason Agreement Terminated to 
read ‘Adding Legal Parent’

- Update the ‘Addendum – Non Adoption’ UHS 
type to ‘Addendum’ 

Provider & Licensing Improvements

- Enhanced display to easily identify licenses issued 
as an initial license or through re-licensure

- Improved data quality by eliminating the ability 
to select Non-DCF license and a Level I-V type

- Added the ability to identify the Attestation 
Model process was used to approve the provider 
for licensure

- Significantly improved Licensing/Relicensing 
Checklist including:

- Ongoing maintenance of checklist items
- Removal of ‘due date’ column
- Increased character limits for checklist 

item comments from 100 to 250 
characters

- Added ability to document how provider plans 
to utilize their license capacity for dependency 
and community children

- Added ability to document an Organization 
Provider are ‘Campus Style’

- Removed Short Term Safe House and Safe House 
as Facility types on an Organization Provider

- Populate Provider ID on the License template 
and remove the License Number

Court Documentation Enhancements
Enabled ability to access denied permanency goal 
data from within the Service Management Universe

Title IV-E Eligibility Refinements

- Improved logic to accurately include Alien 
parent (Q7) and exclude Minor parent (Q8)

- Accurately disregard Obligated Monies and 
display this disregard on the eligibility worksheet

- Enhanced system documentation to clearly 
communicate the underlying system calculation 
process

- Added continued legal actions to the Legal 
Select pop-up to establish the AFDC applies 
date.

TANF Upgrades
- System will accurately determine residence as of 

the effective date of the TANF
- TANF page will refresh after the Assets & 

Employment page is accessed to immediately 
show updates to the income calculations

- Remove requirement to create TANF for:
- Special Conditions Referrals
- Institutional Investigations

- Enable the ability to select children on the TANF 
for all ‘in home’ and ‘other’ investigations
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